Different optical imaging techniques are based on different characteristics of light. By controlling the abrupt phase discontinuities with different polarized incident light, a metasurface can host a phase-only and helicitydependent hologram. In contrast, ghost imaging (GI) is an indirect imaging modality to retrieve the object information from the correlation of the light intensity fluctuations. We report single-pixel computational GI with a high-efficiency reflective metasurface in both simulations and experiments. Playing a fascinating role in switching the GI target with different polarized light, the metasurface hologram generates helicity-dependent reconstructed ghost images and successfully introduces an additional security lock in a proposed optical encryption scheme based on the GI. The robustness of our encryption scheme is further verified with the vulnerability test. Building the first bridge between the metasurface hologram and the GI, our work paves the way to integrate their applications in the fields of optical communications, imaging technology, and security.
INTRODUCTION
Metasurfaces are composed of arrays of anisotropic light scatterers (for example, optical antennas) with subwavelength size and spacing on a flat and ultrathin surface (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . By locally engineering the phase and polarization of the incident light with the antennas' structure, metasurfaces can imitate many functionalities of common optical elements but with subwavelength resolution (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) . In recent work, reflective metasurfaces fabricated with metallic nanorods (16) (17) (18) , as well as the transmissive metasurfaces composed of metallic/dielectric antennas (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) , successfully achieved metasurface holograms and metalens devices with a high efficiency and broadband nature, which marked a great step toward real-world applications. In reflective metasurface holograms (17, 18) , each nanorod represents an image pixel and gives a locally abrupt phase change ±2φ to the incident light, where φ is the orientation of the nanorod. This ±2φ phase change takes different signs when the incident beam varies from left circularly polarized (LCP) to right circularly polarized (RCP) light, which leads to helicity-dependent images of the metasurface hologram (18) .
Independent of the phase and polarization state of light waves, ghost imaging (GI) is an indirect imaging approach to acquire the object information through the correlation calculations of light intensity fluctuations of two beams: one (object beam) passes through the object and is detected by a single-pixel detector, and the other (reference beam) does not interact with the object and is recorded by a multipixel detector with spatial resolution (24) (25) (26) . GI was first observed with entangled photon pairs and viewed as a unique quantum phenomenon (27) . Later, it was experimentally demonstrated that GI could also be achieved with a classical light source (28) , which thus sparked considerable studies of its physical nature and relevant applications . In particular, a scheme based on the classical nature of GI, called computational GI (50) , was proposed to apply computational intensity fluctuation patterns to replace the reference beam measurements, which therefore only required a single-pixel detector and largely simplified the experimental setup in comparison to the traditional two-detector GI (50, 51) . In computational GI, the object image is recovered by the correlation between the single-pixel detected intensity and the computational patterns, instead of the correlation between the object beam and reference beam. In principle, computational GI is in common with the so-called single-pixel camera technique not only in their experimental system (that is, a single-pixel detector with projected light patterns or random arrays) but also in the image reconstruction processes and algorithms (39, 50) .
By integrating two different imaging techniques, here, we report single-pixel computational GI with reflective metasurface holography. On the basis of the helicity-dependent property of the metasurface and computational GI technique, an optical encryption scheme is further proposed. With different image reconstruction algorithms, the quality of helicity-dependent ghost images and the vulnerability of the optical encryption are carefully investigated in both numerical simulation and experiment. Our work introduces the fascinating role of the submillimeter and high-efficiency metasurface into the GI technique, which broadens and deepens the applications of both metasurfaces and GI in the fields of optical communications, imaging technology, and security.
RESULTS
For the experimental study of the single-pixel computational GI with reflective metasurfaces, we use a setup as shown in Fig. 1A . After passing through a polarizer and a quarter-wave plate, the circularly polarized He-Ne laser beam of wavelength l = 632.8 nm and diameter D = 0.4 mm is incident onto the metasurface with a 10°incident angle. The reflective metasurface with high efficiency is fabricated in a three-layer structure with a size of 333.3 mm × 333.3 mm and nanorod pixel dimensions of 300 nm × 300 nm, as shown in Fig. 1 (B and C) [see also Materials and Methods and the study of Zheng et al. (17) ]. Reflected by the metasurface, the holographic image is then projected onto a 51 pixel × 51 pixel random binary mask (X m×m ) with a size of 145.35 mm × 145.35 mm. Next, the beam intensity passing through the random binary mask is detected by a camera, which plays the role of a bucket detector (or a single-pixel detector), meaning that only the total intensity Y arriving at the camera plane is recorded in each measurement. On the basis of the correlation theory, the holographic image can be recovered by correlation calculations between {X mÂm N } and {Y N } after N times sampling measurements. Usually, a larger N leads to a better imaging quality. As shown in Fig. 1D , it is important to note that the metasurface exhibits an interesting behavior that its holographic images are spatially inverted for different helical polarization states, that is, I(x, y) for LCP and I(−x, −y) for RCP incident light in the holographic imaging plane. This is due to the helicity-dependent property of the metasurface (18) . In Fig. 2A , the original image is a character "M." Therefore, one will observe a holographic image M for LCP and a "W" for RCP incident light, as shown in Fig. 1D .
In GI technique, the correlation algorithm mainly determines the efficiency of the image reconstruction process. Here, using the metasurface holographic image as the GI target, three different correlation algorithms [that is, standard GI, differential GI (DGI), and compressive GI (CGI) algorithm] are compared with each other. According to the standard GI, the object information can be retrieved with the second-order intensity correlation function defined as (37, 50)
where Y i is the bucket signal of the beam interacting with the object in the ith measurement. 〈 … 〉 represents the average value of N measurements. X i (x, y) is the intensity distribution of the reference beam in the xy plane, which develops into a random binary array X mÂm i
in the computational GI case. Developing from the definition in Eq. 1, the new differential bucket signal in the DGI algorithm is defined as (52)
where X i = ∫X i (x, y)dxdy is the total intensity of the reference beam or the sum of the random binary array X mÂm i
.
On the basis of the sparsity of the signal, a signal processing technique called compressive sensing was introduced (54, 55) . Recently, different improved compressive sensing algorithms, such as match pursuit, greedy basis pursuit, and iterative reweighted least squares, were developed (56) . Because of its high efficiency in signal and image processing, compressive sensing has been widely applied to different fields, including transform imager, radio astronomy, and inversed synthetic aperture radar (56) (57) (58) . As an important application of compressive sensing, the computational CGI has a quite different algorithm from the standard GI and DGI algorithms above. In computational CGI, the random binary array X mÂm i is reshaped into a row vector (1 × K, K = m × m), and the set {X mÂm N } of N measurements is rewritten as a two-dimensional matrix A (N × K). Meanwhile, the set of bucket signals {Y N } is expressed as a column vector Y CGI (N × 1). Assuming that the image is sparse in matrix A, it can be reconstructed by solving the convex optimization program as (38, 51)
where T CGI is the recovered image information, T is the GI target information, and ‖T‖ 1 is the L 1 norm of T.
Assuming that the incident beam is LCP and sampling measurements N = 2601, Fig. 2 (D to F) shows the simulation results with standard GI, DGI, and CGI algorithms. Here, Fig. 2C with 51 × 51 pixels acts as the GI target, which is the intensity representation of the holographic image in Fig. 2B . As can be seen from Fig. 2D , it is difficult to recognize the character M recovered from standard GI algorithm, indicating that it cannot overcome the measurement's Nyquist limit (N = 51 × 51 = 2601), and more measurements (N ≫ 2601) are required to obtain a clear image (51) . As shown in Fig. 2 (E and F) , although DGI presents a great improvement compared with the standard GI, its background noise is still much larger than the CGI case. To quantitatively estimate the recovered image quality, we introduce the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) as
where MAX is the maximum possible pixel value of the image; in our case, this value is MAX = 255. MSE is the mean square error given by Fig. 2C ), respectively (38, 51) . The PSNR values of simulated GI, DGI, and CGI are calculated as 7.83, 9.88, and 11.78 dB, respectively. Furthermore, with an LCP incident light and measurement number N = 668, experimentally recovered images in Fig. 2 (G to I) are consistent with the simulations, which confirms the great advantage of CGI in the imaging reconstruction. On the basis of the above results, we therefore use the CGI as the reconstruction algorithm in the helicity-dependent GI experiment below. Figure 3 (A to H) shows the experimentally reconstructed holographic images for different polarized beams and different sampling measurements. For both LCP and RCP cases, the outlines of the recovered image are roughly recognized when N > 200. As the measurement number N increases, the recovered images become clearer, as shown in Fig. 3 (A to H) . Their corresponding PSNR values in Fig. 3I also exhibit a marked enhancement when N > 200. Much less than the Nyquist limit (N = 2601), a few measurements (N = 650) successfully result in an identifiable experimental image. Because of the helicitydependent functionality of the metasurface, the holographic images show a spatially inverted intensity distribution for LCP and RCP light, leading to the helicity-dependent recovered ghost images, as shown in Fig. 3 (D and H) . Taking advantage of this helicity-dependent property, metasurface holography therefore hosts unique merits as a GI target in applications. As an example, below, we provide a design of an optical encryption scheme based on the CGI in combination with a helicitydependent metasurface hologram.
Privately, Alice intends to send Bob an image, for simplicity, only consisting of the number sequence "1608" as shown in Fig. 4A . We assume that they have a shared dictionary {X mÂm N } (that is, the set of random binary matrix). Alice first encodes the image into a submillimeter metasurface. After she reaches a safe place together with the tiny metasurface, Alice uses an LCP or RCP light to decrypt it into a holographic image, then re-encrypt this holographic image into a series of bucket detected intensity values {Y N } by using the dictionary {X mÂm N }. After receiving the {Y N } information from Alice, Bob can successfully rebuild the image with {X mÂm N } by using the CGI algorithm. If LCP light is used in the whole encryption process, Bob will obtain the number 1608, whereas the sequence "8091" is decrypted by Bob when the encrypted light is RCP. Supposing an extreme case that both the dictionary {X mÂm N } and the whole {Y N } message are stolen, the eavesdropper can thus completely reconstruct the encoded image if the GI target is a conventional transmissive or reflective object (37) . However, adopting a helicitydependent metasurface holographic image as the GI target, the polarization state of incident light will provide another security lock to the image information. During the encryption process, Alice can arbitrarily change the polarization states of incident light on the Nth bucket detection (for example, LCP for {Y N ' } and RCP for {Y N '' }), as shown in Fig. 4A . Therefore, without knowing the relationship between the polarization state and the Nth bucket detection (that is, the key as indicated by the yellow arrow in Fig. 4A ), the image reconstruction process will fail even if the dictionary {X mÂm N } and message {Y N } have been 100% stolen. Figure 4A shows the simulation result that the eavesdropper will obtain a blurry and overlapped recovered image after he steals 100% dictionary {X mÂm N } and message {Y N } but without knowing the key of light polarization information. In addition, Alice can also apply different incident light intensity for LCP and RCP cases, which will enhance the complexity of the decryption from the eavesdropper.
Experimentally, the vulnerability of the optical encryption scheme is tested with a different key mismatch ratio when the incident beam is LCP, as shown in Fig. 4 (B to D) . As can be seen, the eavesdropper has to steal at least 60% of the keys to recover a recognizable image. This ratio is much higher than the one (10%) with the standard GI algorithm in the study of Clemente et al. (37) , indicating a great advantage of CGI in optical encryption. Figure 4 (E to G) shows the recovered image with different key ratios of LCP and RCP light. The image becomes blurry when the LCP component exceeds 30% of the total key number. When the key ratio of the LCP and RCP light takes 1:1, a blurry and overlapped recovered image is obtained, which is consistent with the simulation result in Fig. 4A and indicates the important role of the helicitydependent metasurface hologram in upgrading the computational GI encryption scheme.
DISCUSSION
Apart from the helicity-dependent property, the metasurface can also host a nonlinearly dependent holography (59) , where the LCP and RCP incident light with the wavelength of the second or third harmonic will create different holographic images. As a GI target, this nonlinear holography of the metasurface is thereby expected to enhance the security of optical encryption based on the computational GI scheme, similar to the case as illustrated in Fig. 4 . Moreover, with its very compact physical size, the metasurface is easy to hide and transport; therefore, it has another advantage in security transportation compared with other normal objects or conventional optical devices, such as liquid-crystal spatial light modulators (SLM) and digital micromirror devices, which nevertheless have merits in being electrically tunable and ready to use. Compared with the pixel size (3.8 to 36 mm) of a standard SLM, the small pixel size (~300 nm) of the metasurface leads to the generation of a holographic image with a much higher resolution than an SLM (usually 1024 × 768 pixels). Because of its small pixel size, the metasurface can generate the holographic image with a much wider projected angle, which enables the image to directly project onto the random mask in a short distance without a lens. This direct and close projection simplifies the setup of the single-pixel imaging system and effectively avoids the possible imaging distortion generated by the focus lens, in comparison to the computational GI setup for a normal object. In addition, it is worth mentioning that the encryption process in Fig. 4 can also be achieved by a normal multipixel camera. By using the computer-generated random masks, one can mimic the single-pixel imaging process as we exactly did in the simulation shown in Fig. 2 . The single-pixel intensity detection in the experiment would be replaced by a simulation process with additional calculations (that is, projecting multipixel image detected by the normal camera to the different computer-generating random masks and then summing up the intensity of each pixel to obtain the total intensity). Our work observes the helicity-dependent ghost images by taking the reflective and high-efficiency metasurface holographic image as a GI target, which develops into an upgraded optical encryption scheme with stronger robustness than the standard GI. Beyond the imaging target, metasurface holographic images also have the potential to serve as a component of the single-pixel imaging system, that is, the projected light patterns or the role of random masks in the future when the rotation of each nanorod on the metasurface can be controlled dynamically. For this purpose, a transmissive high-efficiency (~100%) metasurface with dielectrics (22, 23, 60, 61) will be a better choice to integrate a compact and powerful single-pixel camera system.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The reflective metasurface with high efficiency and broadband nature was designed according to the classical Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm (62) and fabricated in a three-layer structure. The bottom layer was a 130-nm-thick gold film on the silicon substrate. The middle layer was a 90-nm-thick MgF 2 film acting as a Fabry-Pérot cavity. The top layer was a gold nanorod (length × width × thickness = 200 nm × 80 nm × 30 nm) array with 1111 × 1111 pixels (or nanorods) and with pixel dimensions of 300 nm × 300 nm. Detailed simulations and experiments on the high efficiency and broadband responses of the metasurface were found in the study of Zheng et al. (17) . The 51 pixel × 51 pixel random binary masks were printed on the regular paper sheets with a size of 145.35 mm × 145.35 mm. To enhance the mask sparsity, the transmissive pixel-tountransmissive pixel ratio of the random binary masks was set to 1:99. The distance between the metasurface and random binary mask was fixed at 600 mm to project the largest holographic image M onto the random binary mask. The detector (Huawei Honor 5X) was 150 mm away from the random binary mask, and the focal length of its internal lens was set to 3 mm. In the CGI reconstruction, the orthogonal matching pursuit method was applied in the program (56, 63) .
